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The Research group is looking at what the societal
challenges are and how connections can be
made (wellbeing, digital society, climate emergency,
equality and inclusion).
The Impact group is looking at how to demonstrate
and measure connections (to a range of values, for
a variety of audiences).
Sustainable development

NHSF working
group
alignment

March 2020 workshop

Questions posed and considerations
What would happen
if we DIDN’T
demonstrate the
benefit of HS?

What would NOT
demonstrating the
benefit of HS
feel/look/sound like?

• Evaluation methodologies we are aware of
• Examples where the HS
touches other sectors
• Evaluations in current use by our
organisations
• Other issues

Flipchart Q1 What would
happen if we
didn’t
demonstrate the
benefit of HS?

•

Not building sector/or attracting talent

•

Loss of funding

•

No funding from research councils

•

Reduced/no funding

•

Negatively impact on heritage science

•

Reduced employment possibilities

•

Loss of feeling of community

•

Reduced training opportunities

•

No checks on relevance

•

Reduced quality of work

•

Lack of opportunity to influence sectors
outwith heritage sector

•

Loss of specialised skills

•

Lack of funding opportunities

•

Loss of international standing

•

No-one would understand importance and
contribution (we’d be ignored)

•

Loss of heritage

•

Loss of tourism/economy suffers

•

Sustainability of culture

•

•

Loss of public interest – lose funding

Reduced possibilities for innovation and
knowledge transfer

•

Couldn’t identify knowledge gaps

•

Closure of department and loss of sales

•

Loss of visibility and continuity of the
profession

•

Lost opportunity for young generation

•

Impact on the preservation of heritage

•

Loss of cultural value

Flipchart Q2 What would NOT
demonstrating
the benefit of HS
feel/look/sound
like?

• Positive versus negative impact - required
for funding “ivory tower” syndrome
• No demonstration
• No collaboration
• No interest

• Be siloed (not interdisciplinary)
• Isolation and silo culture
• Partnerships and opportunities lost
• Delivering in a vacuum

• No funding

• Skills gaps and failing to engage
next generation

• NHSF ceases to exist!

• Loss of civic sense of belonging

• Why would organisations engage with
heritage science?

• Loss of ground to others

• Loss of stewardship for future
generations

• Loss of influence
• Climate change

• Loss of sustainability of business

• No sharing of knowledge

• Something re. digital

• Lost within larger organsiations

• Health and wellbeing
• Loss of collections sites

Workshop March 2020
Learnings

To take forward

• HS touch points are very wide,
with a broad audience, set of
stakeholders and influencers
• To understand the impact of HS we
need to aggregate impact studies
• Wide range of organisations from
academic bodies to tourist
destinations undertake HS
• HS impact transcends nationhood,
funding may not

• Use methods that have common
and shared language and tie back
to UN sustainable development
goals and derived national
performance frameworks
• Public engagement studies can be
apportioned back to HS in
museums/galleries
• Look at other sectors and
government bodies

UN sustainable development goals: https://sdgs.un.org/goals

Exploring existing frameworks:
Examples of defining and measuring impact,
engagement and toolkits

Defining
impact

Defining
engagement

Exploring
models:

Government

Academia

Private
sector

Tourism
industry

Heritage
sector

Museum
sector

Conservation

Heritage
science

Others

UK Government examples
Defining and measuring impact

UKRI
https://www.ukri.org/
about-us/strategicprospectus/how-wewill-deliver-andmeasure-success/

UKRI – public
engagement

•

https://www.ukri.org/public-engagement/

•

https://www.ukri.org/public-engagement/research-council-partners-and-publicengagement-with-research/

•

https://www.ukri.org/public-engagement/research-council-partners-and-publicengagement-with-research/embedding-public-engagement/

•

Engage under-represented communities and places with research and innovation
Some groups in society have many more opportunities than others to participate in
activities related to research and innovation. We are committed to closing this gap through
our public engagement programmes and partnerships.

•

Actively involve a wide range of people in their work
Active participation in research — such as citizen science or co-designing research projects
with communities — can improve research quality, make it more relevant to society and
have significant benefits for those who participate. We want to help researchers and
innovators shift the balance of public engagement, from communication of research
findings to active participation.

•

Nurture a future generation passionate about research and innovation
The UK needs an outstanding, diverse workforce if we are to secure our place in the world
in the 21st century. Informal learning experiences at museums, science centres, festivals
and school clubs are an important way for young people to engage with research and
innovation. All young people should have access to these experiences, no matter their
background or where they live.

•

Listen to public concerns and aspirations
The UK has pioneered approaches to understanding public concerns and aspirations for
research and innovation. As the pace of innovation continues to increase, it is more
important than ever that policymakers, funders, researchers and innovators are able to
engage society in the development of plans and priorities.

DCMS – Cultural Heritage
Capital Framework
• Emerging methodology for economic assessment, in consultation: 2021
• A new report published by the government department, Valuing Culture and
Heritage Capital: A Framework Towards Informing Decision Making, outlines how a
new approach will be taken and an evidence base built to support private and public
investments in the sector.
• https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/valuing-culture-and-heritage-capitala-framework-towards-decision-making
• Devised to complement the Social Cost Benefit Analysis principles published in HM
Treasury’s Green Book, the strategic plan will place economics at the heart of future
analyses but it is acknowledged that a ‘cross-disciplinary approach’ will be needed.
• The role cultural institutions play in supporting wellbeing, education and local
identity will be included in the criteria of future decision making – previously
overlooked, DCMS believes, as “there is no agreed approach to measuring this
contribution”.

DCMS – Cultural Heritage
Capital Framework
• https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/gove
rnment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/955203/GOV.UK__Framework_Accessible_v2.pdf

https://epsrc.ukri.org/funding/calls/ttoe2017/

EPSRC: telling
tales of
engagement

Tell stories that describe how your pathway to
impact genuinely unfolded, to help the wider
research community and public understand how
impact really occurs and what benefits have been
(or are expected to be) delivered from your
Research Council funded research.
Explain how you will use the prize, to engage the
public with your research; to show how the
benefits of your research help make a contribution
to various challenges and to help address UK
Research and Innovation's equality, diversity and
inclusion agenda.
£10,000 awarded

Arts and Humanities follow-on
funding for Impact and
Engagement
Funds will be awarded for
• knowledge exchange, early/during/post
activity
• public engagement, community engagement
• active dissemination – papers, events,
• commercialisation activities
• http://www.sussex.ac.uk/staff/research/rqi/r
qi_information_and_support/rqi_impact_fun
ding/if-biologylifesciandmedical

Impact tool kits: UKRI –
ESRC (Economic and Social
Research Council)
•

We define research impact as 'the demonstrable contribution that
excellent research makes to society and the economy'. This can
involve academic impact, economic and societal impact or both:

•

Academic impact is the demonstrable contribution that excellent
social and economic research makes in shifting understanding and
advancing scientific method, theory and application across and
within disciplines

•

Economic and societal impact is the demonstrable contribution
that excellent social and economic research makes to society and
the economy, and its benefits to individuals, organisations and/or
nations.

•

The impact of research, be it academic, economic and social can
include:

•

Instrumental: influencing the development of policy, practice or
service provision, shaping legislation, altering behaviour

•

Conceptual: contributing to the understanding of policy issues,
reframing debates

•

Capacity building: through technical and personal skill
development.

ESRC (Economic
and Social Research
Council): Celebrating
Impact Prize
https://www.ukri.org/n
ews/esrc-announcesfinalists-for-prestigiouscelebrating-impactprize/
• https://esrc.ukri.org/r
esearch/impacttoolkit/

https://www.publicengage
ment.ac.uk/

National co-ordinating centre for public
engagement (NCCPE)

Funded by The
National Co-ordinating
Centre for Public
Engagement (NCCPE) is
funded by UK Research
and Innovation, the
devolved Higher Education
funding bodies, and
Wellcome.

Academic sector examples

The REF assesses research across three areas:
• assessments of the quality of outputs,
• the impact of the research and
REF:
https://www.rte.ie/brainstorm/2
018/0417/955151-how-do-wemeasure-the-impact-ofresearch/

• the research environment of the unit that is submitted for
assessment.
• Each component is assessed separately and then combined
into an overall score.
• In REF 2014, societal impact was given a 20
percent weighting, while this figure has increased to 25
percent of the overall score for REF 2021.
• This suggests that demonstrating societal impacts will gain
even greater importance in future funding decisions.
• https://odi.org/en/publications/research-excellence-framework-refimpact-toolkit/

REF Impact Toolkit
(2018)
https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/fi
les/resource-documents/12144.pdf
https://www.rte.ie/brainstorm/2018/0
417/955151-how-do-we-measure-theimpact-of-research/
https://odi.org/en/publications/resear
ch-excellence-framework-ref-impacttoolkit/

Heritage sector examples

Association of
Independent
Museums https://www.aimmuseums.co.uk/

Art Institute of Chicago
• Intersections in an Art Museum:
Where Art Meets Science
• Brings together questions, processes, research
and case studies to show how conservation
and science stories give visitors new ways and
perspectives for discovering and rediscovering
the museum’s collection
• https://aic-web-cms-uploads.s3.us-east2.amazonaws.com/nulle8c8bea4-977c-4d6c8e8d4f0eb34e0fd3/IntersectionsInAnArtMuseum_
WhereArtMeetsScience2.pdf

Heritage Science
• https://www.iccrom.org/news/measuring
-impact-heritage-science
• 2015 Forum
•

Participants:
Astrid Brandt-Grau (Ministry of Culture and Communication, France)
Agnes Brokerhof (Netherlands Cultural Heritage Agency (RCE), The
Netherlands)
Maartje de Boer (Netherlands Cultural Heritage Agency (RCE), The
Netherlands)
Luisa Errichiello (Institute for Research on Innovation and Services for
Development (IRISS)-CNR, Italy)
Stavroula Golfomitsou (University College London Qatar (UCL Qatar),
UK/Qatar)
Jianyun Li (Tsinghua University NHC-THU, China)
Hans Mestdagh (European Heritage Heads Forum)
Stefan Michalski (Canadian Conservation Institute, Canada)
Austin Nevin (IIC)
Petros Pashiardis (Open University of Cyprus, Cyprus)
Luca Pezzati (INO CNR, Italy)
Elena Ragazzi (IRCrES– Research Institute on Sustainable Economic
Growth, CNR, Italy)
David Saunders (Conservation and heritage science consultant, UK)
Antonio Tintori (IRPPS – Istituto di Ricerche sulla Popolazione e le
Politiche Sociali, CNR, Italy)

Impact Factor:
relevant
publications
https://academicaccelerator.com/Im
pact-FactorIF/Heritage-Science

Nanorestart – EU Horizon2020 –
dissemination work package
evidencing impact

Other examples

Science Foundation Ireland
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/awardmanagement/research-impact/

• SFI defines impact as the “demonstrable contribution that excellent
research makes to society and the economy” SFI classifies the impacts of
scientific research according to 8 pillars which are underpinned by 3
thematic areas
• SFI defined this framework as part of the Small Advanced Economies
Initiative “Broadening the Scope of Impact”. Impact matrices.
• Most closely aligned to UN Sustainable Development goals.

Science Foundation
Ireland – impact matrix

Foundation for Science and Technology

• https://www.foundation.org.uk/

• Advisory board
• The Foundation for
Science and Technology
provides an impartial
platform for debate of
policy issues that have a
science, research,
technology or innovation
element. It is a
registered charity and a
registered company, and
was established in 1977.

Dorset Council (Arts Council
England) funding - tourism
Social impact toolkit:
https://theartsdevelopmentcompa
ny.org.uk/resources/social-impacttoolkit-how-to-measure-it/

• https://www.theguardian.com/societyprofessionals/2015/nov/20/measuring-impact-aguide-to-resources-and-tools

Various
toolkit
websites:

• https://impacttoolkit.thegiin.org/
• https://mooreks.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/Impact-MeasurementToolkit.pdf
• https://toolkits.knowledgesuccess.org/toolkits/fa
mily-planning-advocacy/measuring-impact
• https://www.sdduonline.leeds.ac.uk/impacttoolkit/resources/#forward

Evidencing
Impact –
various
websites

• https://www.researchstrategy.admin.cam.ac.uk/impact/evidencingimpact
• https://www.sdduonline.leeds.ac.uk/impactreso
urces/evidencing-impact/
• https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture/sites/culture/files/
event_evaluation_0.pdf
• https://www.theguardian.com/social-enterprisenetwork/2012/dec/12/best-bits-measuringdemonstrating-impact
• https://www.sdduonline.leeds.ac.uk/impactreso
urces/evidencing-impact/

Recommendations to the working group
•

Tool kit language to be aligned with national/international performance
impact system methodologies

•

Impact may need to be demonstrated to our own organizations.

•

Any benefit/impact study should allow our sector to speak to other sectors.

•

NHSF can recommend that all projects consider a standard set of
impact/benefit parameters.

•

Aggregating individual pieces of impact e.g. tracking dissemination (log) aggregating across multiple projects via a logging system to be hosted by
NHSF allows the start of a holistic understanding of our activities. Example
suggested by WG member - https://plus.dimensions.ai/support/home

•

Not currently considering building an actual methodology stand alone, but
drawing on what is out there.

•

Impact and public engagement

•

Engaged communication and impact specialist in academia/museums.
https://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/research/fellows/james-dolan

•

Particular interest: REF, SFI, DCMS, (AIM?)

4 key recommendations
Recommendation 1:

Recommendation 3:

Capturing the impact of heritage science involves
demonstrating the contribution that the application
of science and technology to understanding
heritage, the management of heritage and
engagement with heritage makes to society, the
economy and new knowledge.

The following three methods could be adapted to
form part of the heritage science impact toolkit
• ODI REF impact toolkit (for planning)
• Science Foundation Ireland matrix (to map
activity/projects to a range of values (societal
challenges))
• DCMS Culture and Heritage Capital Framework
(emerging methodology for economic
assessment)

Do NHSF members agree?
Recommendation 2:

Recommendation 4:

An impact toolkit should be developed by NHSF, in
consultation with and for the benefit of the wider
heritage science community, that adapts and re-uses
existing methods of assessing impact as far as
possible.

NHSF convenes a series of workshops or roundtables
to consult the heritage science community, key
stakeholders and end users, on the development of
an impact framework (identification of indicators
and metrics) to form part of the toolkit.

